
Cri de Coeur 

Don’t blame I blame ‘ee. 

 

While enjoying a drink in the Seven Stars, I was asked by a friend, what does the Parish 
Council do?  He said the only thing he could see was that his bus stop had been removed.  I 
explained several things, but the question did make me think as he went on to talk about 
Winsley’s traffic problems. 

I tried to give him answers, as I have been involved with the Community Area Traffic Group 
since joining the council in 2013. This has meant attending a number of meetings and trying 
to make Winsley’s voice heard over many issues. I decided to look at the record and have to 
admit there are problems. 

At the Parish meeting in April, Linda Ladner and I listed what we had been doing as far as 
traffic was concerned: 

 

1) 20 mph for Turleigh and Dane Rise 
2) Parking restrictions in old village 
3) Bus bays/school access 
4) Hartley Farm junction. 

Some of this goes back to before I joined the council and still has not been completed.  In fact 
there is work to be done on each of these issues. The problem is not with us ,but with 
Wiltshire Council’s budget.  We have been assured that the 20mph scheme will be in place in 
Jan/Feb.  The Bus bays have been done, the yellow lines are not a priority apparently and 
there seems to be no timescale for them. Hartley farm junction will rejoin the demand list 
when next year’s budget takes effect. I personally apologise for this situation but nothing can 
be achieved without the requisite finance. 

One other issue is the safety and speed on the bypass. We have taken worries and concerns to 
the relevant authorities but progress is unlikely as the speed limits etc. fit the national 
regulations. I would suggest that individuals with concerns should contact our councillor: 
Magnus Macdonald   21G Frome Road Bradford on Avon Tel: 01225 867146/07889811589 
Email: magnus.macdonald@wiltshire.gov.uk 

Linda and I as members of the Parish Council will continue our efforts and hopefully there 
will be more results to announce at the next parish AGM. 

Roger Rowe 


